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------------------------------------------------------ ***-------------------------------------------------ABSTRACT
Generally a bridge is defined as a structure spanning a river, road, valley, depression or any other type of
obstruction with a purpose to provide through passage of communication. This project is taken to study the torsion
moment of inertia effect on reinforced concrete (RCC) girder super structure for the three lanes and skew angles by
0o, 15o, 30o, 45o, and 60o Degree and compare the results to study the characteristics of skew deck and also to
investigate the skew effect if the bridge is subjected to IRC 6-2014 Loading.
The following analysis is going to be made using the software STAAD-PRO.
1. The effect of torsion moment of inertia in RCC T Girder with different skew angels.
2. The Effect of torsion moment due to torsion moment and with skew angles.
3. The effect of Skew angle in RCC girder.
The torsion moment of inertia is calculated based on the Timoshenko and Goodier. As skew increases the
longitudinal bending moments are increased and the torsion moments also increased. Torsion moment is more at end
girders compared to inner girder. For straight girder bridge no torsion moment is observed.
Key words: Skew Bridge, Torsion Moment of Inertia, Girder Bridge.

------------------------------------------------------ ***-------------------------------------------------1. INTRODUCTION
The continuing expansion of highway network
throughout the world is largely the result of great
increase in traffic, population and extensive growth
of metropolitan urban areas. This expansion has lead
to many changes in the use and development of
various kinds of bridges. The bridge type is related to
providing maximum efficiency of use of material and
construction technique, for particular span, and
applications.
Bridges are structures which are provided a
passage over a gap without closing way beneath.
They may be needed for a passage of railway,
roadway, and footpath and even for carriage of fluid,
bridge site should be so chosen that it gives
maximum commercial and social benefits, efficiency,
effectiveness and equality. Bridges are nation‟s
lifelines and backbones in the event of war. Bridges
symbolize ideals and aspirations of humanity. They
span barriers that divide, bring people, communities
and nations into closer proximity. They shorten
distances, speed transportation and facilitate
commerce. Bridges are symbols of humanity‟s heroic
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struggle towards mastery of forces of nature and
these are silent monuments of mankind‟s indomitable
will to attain it. Bridge construction constitutes an
importance element in communication and is an
important factor in progress of civilization, bridges
stand as tributes to the work of civil engineers.
1.1 CLASSIFICATION OF BRIDGES:
According to the inter-span relations as simple,
continuous or cantilever bridges.
• Simply supported
Generally width of bridge is divided into number of
individual spans. For each span, the load carrying
member is simply supported at both ends. The plate
girder and truss girders are used as this type of
bridges. They are suitable at places where uneven
settlements of foundations are likely to take place.
• Continuous
In continuous bridges spans are continuous over two
or more supports. They are statically indeterminate
structures. They are useful when uneven settlement
of supports does not take place. In continuous bridges
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the bending moment anywhere in the span is
considerably less than that in case of simply
supported span. Such reduction of bending moment
ultimately results in the economic section for the
bridge. In continuous bridges the stresses are reduced
due to negative moments developed at pier or
supports. Thus continuous span bridges have
considerable saving compared to simply supported
bridge construction. Following are the advantages of
RCC continuous girder bridges over simply
supported girder bridges.
1.3. EFFECT OF SKEW:
Skewed bridges are often encountered in highway
design when the geometry cannot accommodate
straight bridges. The skew angle can be defined as
the angle between the normal to the centreline of the
bridge and the centreline of the abutment or pier cap,
as described in Fig. 1.1. Skew bridges have become a
necessity due to site considerations such as alignment
constraints, land acquisition problems, etc. The
presence of skew in a bridge makes the analysis and
design of bridge decks intricate. For the Slab bridge
decks with small skew angle, it is considered safe to
analyze the bridge as a right bridge with a span equal
to the skew span.

Fig-1.1: Skew Bridge

2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The first bridges were made by nature itself
— as simple as a log fallen across a stream or stones
in the river. The first bridges made by humans were
probably spans of cut wooden logs or planks and
eventually stones, using a simple support and
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crossbeam arrangement. Some early Americans used
trees or bamboo poles to cross small caverns or wells
to get from one place to another. A common form of
lashing sticks, logs, and deciduous branches together
involved the use of long reeds or other harvested
fibres woven together to form a connective rope
capable of binding and holding together the materials
used in early bridges.
The Arkadiko Bridge in Greece (13th
century BC), one of the oldest arch bridges in
existence. The Arkadiko Bridge is one of four
Mycenaean corbel arch bridges part of a former
network of roads, designed to accommodate chariots,
between Tiryns to Epidaurus in the Peloponnese, in
Greece. Dating to the Greek Bronze Age (13th
century BC), it is one of the oldest arch bridges still
in existence and use. Several intact arched stone
bridges from the Hellenistic era can be found in the
Peloponnese in southern Greece. The greatest bridge
builders of antiquity were the ancient Romans. The
Romans built arch bridges and aqueducts that could
stand in conditions that would damage or destroy
earlier designs. Some stand today. An example is the
Alcántara Bridge, built over the river Tagus, in Spain.
The Romans also used cement, which reduced the
variation of strength found in natural stone. One type
of cement, called pozzolana, consisted of water, lime,
sand, and volcanic rock. Brick and mortar bridges
were built after the Roman era, as the technology. for
cement was lost then later rediscovered.
The Arthashastra of Kautilya mentions the
construction of dams and bridges. A Mauryan bridge
near Girnar was surveyed by James Princep. The
bridge was swept away during a flood, and later
repaired by Puspagupta, the chief architect of
Emperor Chandragupta I. The bridge also fell under
the care of the YavanaTushaspa, and the Satrap
RudraDaman. The use of stronger bridges using
plaited bamboo and iron chain was visible in India by
about the 4th century. A number of bridges, both for
military and commercial purposes, were constructed
by the Mughal administration in India.
Omkar Velhal , J.P. Patankar With the
increasing rate of urbanization and rapid
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infrastructure growth, the need for complex
transportation systems has also increased. This
requirement, along with other requirements for fixing
alignment of the bridges, is mainly responsible for
provision of increasing number of skew bridges.
Skew bridges are often encountered in highway
design where geometry cannot accommodate right
bridges. In this paper behavioural aspects of skew
Tbeam bridges are studied and compared those with
straight bridges using Finite Element Analysis
software. The effect of skew angle is observed on
maximum bending moment, maximum shear force
and maximum torsional moment, maximum
deflection due to dead load and live load at critical
locations. Live Load “IRC Class AA Tracked
Vehicle” is applied as per IRC 6:2000guidelines.
This study shows that the effect of skew angle on
torsional moment of longitudinal girder is
considerably high so that, it is important to consider
torsional moment while designing skew bridges.
Mahantesh.S.Kamatagi, Prof. M. Manjunath
The present paper describes the analysis and design
of longitudinal girder of the T-beam bridge. In this
case analysis is done using SAP 2000 software. After
analysis design of the longitudinal girders are done
by using IRC:21 and IRC:112 codes. The new unified
concrete code (IRC:112) represents a significant
difference from the previous Indian practice followed
through IRC:21 & IRC:18. The code is less
prescriptive and offer greater choice of design and
detailing methods with scientific reasoning. This
paper presents design of T-beam longitudinal girder
design by both working stress method and limit state
method and result obtained are compared with both
methods. T-beam Bridge of 18 m span are designed
for class 70R vehicle.
Khaled M. Sennah & John B. Kennedy
performed (1) elastic analysis and (2) experimental
studies on the elastic response of box girder bridges.
In elastic analysis they represent the orthotropic plate
theory method, grillage analogy method, folded plate
method, finite element method, thin-walled curved
beam theory etc. The curvilinear nature of box girder
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bridges along with their complex deformation
patterns and stress fields have led designers to adopt
approximate and conservative methods for their
analysis and design. Recent literature on traight and
curved box girder bridges has dealt with analytical
formulations to better understand the behavior of
these complex structural systems. Few authors have
undertaken experimental studies to investigate the
accuracy of existing method.
3. DESCRIPTION OF THE STRUCTURE
The design of the super structure done for the 2 lane
loading with footpath & 3 lane loading without
footpath loading, critical design values are
considered.
3.1 Geometry
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Carriageway Width 11.0m
Overall width 16 m
Width of Crash Barrier 0.50m
Cross slope 2.50%
Thickness of wearing course 65mm (40mm
Asphalt wearing with topping of 25mm mastic
asphalt).
f) C/C of the Girder 3.25m
g) Dist. between C/L of EJ to C/L of Bearing 0.5m
h) Width of Footway 1.5m
i) Width of RCC Kerb & Railing 0.5
3.2 Dead Load (DL):
Unit weight for Dead loads calculation shall be
considered as per IRC: 6-2014
3.3 Carriageway & Footpath Live Load (LL):
1 Lane of Class 70R/ 2 lane of Class A
• 3 Lanes of Class A/1 lane of 70R in combination
with 1 lane of class A on third lane
Conforming to IRC 6-2014 shall be considered in
analysis and whichever producing severe effect shall
be considered in design. Reduction in longitudinal
effect for three lane loading shall be considered as
per clause 208 of IRC: 6. Pedestrian live load in
conformity with clause 209.4 shall be considered
over the footpath
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3.4 Method of Analysis for longitudinal Girders
The analysis of the T-Girder for longitudinal
flexure shall be carried out using Grillage model on
STAAD Pro on the following basis:


It is proposed to have 4 nos of straight
longitudinal beams at 3.0m centre to centre with
1.5m cantilever projection on either side.



Grillage model has been generated with
longitudinal members along the C/L of the lGirder and with dummy members in between the
longitudinal girders and along the outer edges.
Suitable transverse members along the cross
beams have also been provided.



Moment and shear force will be calculated
separately for inner & outer girders by keeping
the loading with minimum eccentricity to crash
barrier.



For the design of the longitudinal Girders
stresses and moments shall be determined at End
of solid section, End of tapering section and at an
every interval of L/8.



Transverse members of the grillage other than
the Cross-diaphragm shall be modelled as slab
elements.

Fig.4.2 Grillage Analysis model of 20m Span RCC T
Girder with 150 Skew

Fig.4.3 Grillage Analysis model of 20m Span RCC T
Girder with 300 Skew

4. MODELING AND ANALYSIS OF RCC
GIRDER
Fig.4.4 Grillage Analysis model of 20m Span RCC T
Girder with 450 Skew

Fig.4.1 Grillage Analysis model of 20m Span RCC T
Girder with 00 Skew
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Fig.4.5 Grillage Analysis model of 20m Span RCC T
Girder with 600 Skew
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4.1 SECTION DIMENSIONS OF RCC I-GIRDER

Table 5.1 Bending Moment and Shear Force for 1 st
Girder with different skew angels

Fig.4.6. Mid-Section Dimensions of RCC I Girder

Fig 5.1 Bending moment graph for 1st Girder

Fig 5.2 Shear Force graph for 1st Girder
Fig.4.7. End-Section Dimensions of RCC I Girder
5. ANALYSIS RESULTS

Table 5.2 Bending Moment and Shear Force for 5 th
Girder with different skew angels

5.1 Bending Moment & Shear Force Results:
From the analysis of grillage model the bending
moment and shear force results for different girders
are given in following table. We consider the
maximum bending moment for internal and external
girders.
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Fig 5.3 Bending moment graph for 5th Girder

Fig 5.6 Shear Force graph for 2nd Girder
Table 5.4 Bending Moment and Shear Force for 3 rd
Girder with different skew angels

Fig 5.4 Shear Force graph for 5th Girder
Table 5.3 Bending Moment and Shear Force for 2 nd
Girder with different skew angels

Fig 5.7 Bending moment graph for 3rd Girder

Fig 5.5 Bending moment graph for 2nd Girder
Fig 5.8 Shear Force graph for 3rd Girder
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Table 5.5 Bending Moment and Shear Force for 4 th
Girder with different skew angels

Fig 5.11 Maximum Torsion Moment graph for
External Girders
Table 5.7 Maximum Torsion Moment for Internal
Girders with Different Skew Angels

Fig 5.9 Bending moment graph for 4th Girder

Fig 5.10 Shear Force graph for 4th Girder
Table 5.6 Maximum Torsion Moment for External
Girders with Different Skew Angels
Fig 5.12 Maximum Torsion Moment graph for
Internal Girders
CONCLUSION
Torsion moment of inertia effect on the
RCC I-girder bridge with different skew angels i.e.
0o, 15o, 30o, 45o, and 60o were studied in this
research.
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Torsion moment of inertia is calculated based on
Timoshenko and Goodier asdescribed in chapter
4.
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All the properties of girder sections are inserted
in the grillage model.
Bending moment, shear force and torsion
moments are getting from the STAADgrillage
analysis results.
As skew increases the longitudinal bending
moments are increased and the torsion moments
also increased.
The results tables show that bending moment,
shear force and torsion moment at different
sections of each girder.
Torsion moment is more at end girders compared
to inner girder.
For straight girder bridge no torsion moment is
observed.
Hence it is concluded that, without torsion
moment of inertia property there is no torsion
moment is occurred.
As skew changes the center of gravity of bridge
also changes so maximum moment does not
occurs at center of the girder for skew brides.
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